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we have a strict quality-control policy for all the stk412-490
parts to make sure that we offer the best possible solutions
to our customers and we always keep working to make our
delivery times even quicker. if you ever have any issues,
contact us straight away and we will do our best to help

you. the makers of this product are SANYO, a manufacturer
of semiconductor devices. the stk412-490 is categorized

under the stk412 heading in our database and is meant for
audio power amplification. the amplifier is suitable for use

in audio applications, such as compact disk players,
cassette players, audio tape players, car stereos and the

like. a narrow band pass filter was added to the
configuration circuit to remove ripple of the output power

transistor. the low pass filter cutoff frequency is in the
range of 15 Hz to 300 Hz. the amplifier is also suitable for
stereo speaker amplifiers. Two major characteristics of the
STK412-000 series are linearity and efficiency. The linearity

of the STK412 series is extremely high, so the low level
sound quality of the STK412 series is superb. The efficiency

of the STK412 series is high compared to that of other
power amplifier ICs, and is around 60%. The STK412 series,
with a power-up time of less than 10 ms, allows time-critical
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audio (such as speech, siren, or alarm tones), and can
handle a large current. The benefits of the STK412-000

series are the high efficiency and rapid power-up. The two
major characteristics of the STK412-000 series are linearity

and efficiency. The linearity of the STK412 series is
extremely high, so the low level sound quality of the

STK412 series is superb. The efficiency of the STK412 series
is high compared to that of other power amplifier ICs, and is

around 60%. The STK412 series, with a power-up time of
less than 10 ms, allows time-critical audio (such as speech,
siren, or alarm tones), and can handle a large current. The
benefits of the STK412-000 series are the high efficiency

and rapid power-up.
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The STK412-000,STK412-150 series are class H audio power
amplifier hybrid ICs that feature a built-in shift power supply

circuit. These ICs provide high efficiency audio power
amplification by controlling (switching) the supply voltage

supplied to the power transistors according to the detected
level of the input audio signal. The STK412-000 series are

class H audio power amplifier hybrid ICs that feature a built-
in shift power supply circuit. These ICs provide high
efficiency audio power amplification by controlling

(switching) the supply voltage supplied to the power
transistors according to the detected level of the input

audio signal. Overview The STK412-000 series are class H
audio power amplifier hybrid ICs that feature a built-in shift

power supply circuit. These ICs provide high efficiency
audio power amplification by controlling (switching) the

supply voltage supplied to the power transistors according
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to the detected level of the input audio signal. the
stk412-490 parts are backed by our very best customer

service and are supported with abundant technical
information. we will provide the best possible solution to all

your technology needs. apogeeweb electronics is always
looking for quality leads in all aspects of the electronics

industry. if you have a surplus, buyback, or upgrade needs
in the stk412-490 parts, contact us here or at

email:infokynix.com/about-us. we support all the
stk412-490 types with various warranty period, shipment by

DHL, FedEx, UPS, TNT, Aramex, etc. for clients to choose
the most suitable and convenient shipping methods, kindly

contact us by email to infokynix@apogeeweb.com
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